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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of Heisenberg antiferromagnets with small
anisotropy have been investigated quite extensively during the last two
decades. Initially, the interest was mainly focussed on systems such
as MnF.

and RbMnF.,

in which the spins form a three-dimensional (3-D)

magnetic lattice. The study of two-dimensional (2-D) Heisenberg antiferromagnetistn was impelled by magnetization measurements by Breed in
3
K.MnF, and lsomorphs,

4
by neutron scattering experiments,

magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments by De Wijn et al..

and by nuclear

The 2-D character of

the magnetism in these compounds steins from the crys tal lographic structure,
in which the magnetic ions are located in highly isolated quadratic
layers. The experiments on these systems show remarkable differences
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in the magnetic properties with respect to those in 3-D systems. In
particular, magnetic Bragg scattering of neutrons was found to occur
along lines in reciprocal space rather than in points.

Well below the

Neel point, these systems show a large amount of short-range magnetic order.
In the low-temperature region, the thermodynamics of antiferromagnets is
usually described in terms of spin-wave theory. Noticeable differences
between 2-D and 3-D in this regime include the fall of the sublattice
magnetization with temperature,

and the zero-point spin reduction

A Q = S - <S >m_Q (The z axis is the quantization axis of the spins).
The latter is a direct consequence of the fact that the completely
aligned Neel state is not an eigenstate of the Heisenberg exchange
Hamiltonian. In 2-D systems this reduction is small and experimentally
only marginally resolved.

In 2-D, where A

is much larger, the effect

has succesfully been studied with an electron-nuclear double resonance
technique.

The fall of the sublattice magnetization in the low-temperature
19

region was measured with high accuracy by following the

5

F NMR frequency.

Up to ~ T {/2 the data could be well interpreted in terms of spin-wave
theory in which higher-order magnon-magnon interactions were included
as a first-order perturbation to linear spin-wave theory.
This thesis deals primarily with some of the magnetic properties
of the double-layer Heisenberg antiferromagnet K-Mn-F-. Its magnetic
structure consists of highly isolated pairs of quadratic MnF_ layers.
The ordering of the Mn

spins is antiferromagnetic both in and between

the paired layers, and K,Mn2F_ may therefore be considered as intermediate
between the 2-D ^ M n F , and the 3-D cubic KMnF_. The experimental studies
of this system performed up till now include the measurements of the
8
9
static susceptibility, the sublattice magnetization, which was determined
with NMR and interpreted in terms of spin-wave theory, and the study of
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two-magnon Raman scattering

which probes the dynamics of the magnons in

the system. It is the main purpose of the present investigations to
extend these studies to other magnetic properties and to see what
differences are caused by the addition of Mn

neighbors in the third

dimension.
In Chapter II, a neutron scattering study on K^Mn-F-, is presented
with the emphasis on the magnetic structure, the variation of the
sublattice magnetization with temperature, and the critical exponents
describing the order parameter and the staggered susceptibility near the
transition point. Chapter III deals with a determination of the zero-point
spin reduction, and comparison of the result with linear spin-wave theory.

12

In Chapter IV, high-field antiferromagnetic resonance experiments in
K-Mn^Fy are presented, and analyzed in terms of spin-wave theory in which
first-order renormalizations are included.

Chapter V is concerned with

spin-wave calculations for single and double-layer antiferromagnets with
dipolar anisotropy.

14

Here, the dipolar interaction is treated in the

spin-wave rather than in the molecular-field approximation. The calculations
are compared with previous experiments on K.MnF, and K~Mn_F 7 , including the
antiferromagnetic resonance data of Chapter IV. Comparison is also made
with earlier spin-wave results. Finally, measurements of the EPR linewidth
near T,. are presented in Chapter VI.

This property reflects the amount of

spin fluctuations near T , and therefore yields information additional to
the results of the neutron scattering experiments.

12
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CHAPTER II

NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDY OF MAGNETIC ORDERING IN THE
DOUBLE-LAYER ANTIFERROMAGNET K 3 Mn 2 F 7

ABSTRACT
Elastic and quasi-elastic scattering of neutrons from the double-layer
Heisenberg antiferromagnet with weak anisotropy K-Mn.F- has been employed to
study the magnetic structure, the variation with temperature of the sublattice
magnetization, the generalized susceptibility, and the spin-spin correlation
length. At T^ - 58.3 ± 0.2 K, K^M^F- exhibits a second-order phase transition
to antiferromagnetic order with the spins aligned along the tetragonal axis.
In the low-temperature region, the sublattice magnetization excellently follows
a previous renormalized spin-wave result up to ~ T../2. Near T , the critical
exponent for the order parameter is 0 - 0.154 ± 0.006. As is the case in
single-layer structures, neutron scattering from spin-spin correlations above

!6

T« occurs along ridges in reciprocal space, with the noticeable difference that
in the double-layer structure these ridges are modulated in intensity due to
interference of the paired layers separated by 5 = 4.18 ± 0.07 A, while at 4 K
a = 4.181 ± 0.003 A and c = 21.55 ± 0.02 A.

From the development of the ridge

profile, the critical exponents for the generalized susceptibility x(q) and inverse correlation length are found to be v = 1.9 ± 0.3 and v = I.I ± 0.2, and
from these, with v(2-n) = Y , n = 0.20 ± 0.05 for the deviation from the
Ornstein-Zernike x(q)-

The critical exponents are essentially equal to those

in comparable single-layer systems, such as K«MnF, and Rb-JinF,, while they do
not differ substantially from the exact 2D Ising results.
K,Mn F

spin-spin correlation near 7

as in single layers.

In addition, in

extends over essentially the same length

The general conclusion is that the phase transition in

Heisenberg double-layer systems is of strictly 2D nature.

At ~ 1.5 !„, however,

evidence is found for a more rapid decrease of the correlation length than in
single layers, suggesting transition to 3D behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the magnetic properties of the antiferromagnet K_Mn_F7 have
been examined in some detail.

The interest in this system is connected with

its particular magnetic structure, the quadratic double layer with nearestneighbor Heisenberg exchange interaction and weak anisotropy, which may be
viewed as a first step from the well-studied two-dimensional (2D) system
K-MnF, towards the 3D perovskite KMnF,.

For K.Mn.F., all magnetic properties

studied up till now, including the susceptibility in the ordered and paraI 2
3
magnetic regime, ' the sublattice magnetization, and two-magnon Raman
4
scattering, seem to indicate that the magnetic behavior of the double layer
is closer to 2D than 3D, at least well below T N -

In the critical regime,
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however, no conclusions have been arrived at as yet.

A principal objective of

the present investigation therefore is to study the critical behavior of K,Mn F 7
by elastic neutron diffraction techniques, and to present a comparison with
the single-layer 2D systems on one hand and the "infinite-layer" 3D systems
on the other hand.
The principal examples of the single-layer systems, the almost genuine
2D Heisenberg systems with small anisotropy ^MnF,> ^ N i F , , and Rb_MnF,, which
we will use as a reference below, have been examined in great detail by
neutron diffraction

as well as a variety of other techniques.

general conclusions are as follows.

'

The

It is well established that 2D renormalized

spin-wave theory properly accounts for the thermodynamic properties of these
12
2D systems in the temperature region below, say, T\,/2.
the spin waves is confirmed by inelastic neutron work,
magnon dispersion to be negligible along the c axis.
has also been the subject of many studies.
Heisenberg interaction
tures,

The 2D character of
which proved the

The critical behavior

Since in a 2D array of spins with

only long-range order cannot exist at finite tempera-

the occurrence of a phase transition in K_MnF, and its isomorphs
14
In addition,

is apparently governed by the small anisotropy in the system.

although the system, when it orders, does so in three dimensions because of
residual magnetic interactions in the third dimension, the transition itself
is 2D in character.

This may be inferred from the critical exponent 3

(g = 0.15 ± 0.01 in K-MnF, ) , which is found to be close to that of the exactly
solvable 2D Ising model (6 = 1/8),

rather than that belonging to 3D models

(0 * 1/3).
As is the case for the single-layer 2D systems, the low magnetic
dimensionality of K.Mn.F. originates from its crystal structure (Fig.l).

The

double-layer structure K-Mn.F- may be constructed from K-MnF, by substituting
unit cells of KMnF. in place of the MnF 2 squares in I^MnF^.

The argument of

18

cancellation of magnetic interactions between adjacent layers in K^MnF, is
equally valid for the double-layer structure, i.e., there is no net magnetic
interaction between adjacent double layers, at least not for the k = 0 magnon
mode.

Further, the interaction between next-nearest double layers is many

orders of magnitude weaker than the intralayer nearest-neighbor exchange because
of the large distance involving many intermediate ions, so that indeed K,Mn-F7
closely represents an isolated double-layer system.
Elastic neutron scattering work on another representative of doubleLayer systems, Rb-Mn-Cl-, has been reported by Gurewitz et al.

In

their experiments the emphasis was on the structure, including the magnetic
registry of the next-nearest-neighbor double layers, which turned out to be
ferro- or antiferromagnetic dependent on the sample preparation.

In particular,

they unambiguously proved the double-layer character by observing the rods of
scattering in reciprocal space, in themselves typical for a 2D system, to be
modulated with a periodicity, directly related to the distance between the
paired layers.
1 2
Recent susceptibility measurements ' on K_Mn ? F 7 and isomorphs reveal
that the broad maximum above T N (~ 58 K in K.jMn2F-,), reflecting the amount
of short-range correlations, is substantially reduced in comparison with
single-layer systems, and thus confirm the prediction based on the hightemperature expansion
2D and 3D.

that the susceptibility in this region is between

In the ordered regime, however, the sublattice magnetization,

measured up to 40 K with NMR techniques and analyzed in terms of spin-wave
theory,

exhibits a 2D temperature dependence , apart from a scaling factor

originating from the different coordination of the magnetic sites.

This is

because at low temperatures only those spin waves are excited for which
the spins in the paired layers precess in phase with one another (k

= 0).

The other magnon branch, which corresponds to out-of phase precession of
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the paired layers, i.e., involving excitations of the spin system in the
third dimension, requires a substantially larger energy (>4|j|S), and is
not yet appreciably populated.

The zero-point spin reduction, however,

to which all possible excitations in the Brillouin zone contribute without
being weighted by a Bose factor, is computed to be 0.124,

intermediate

between 2D (AS = 0.17 for K 2 MnF 4 ) and 3D (AS = 0.078 for KMiF 3 ).
As already said, the main purpose of the present investigation is to
study the nature of the phase transition in the antiferromagnetic double layer
K,Mn.F

in comparison with single-layer and 3D systems.

To this end, we employ

the techniques of elastic as well as quasi-elastic critical magnetic scattering
of neutrons to measure the variation with temperature of the sublattice magnetization M and the wavelength-dependent susceptibility
we will focus on the asymptotic behavior near T

x(Q). In particular,

of M, x(Q), and the inverse

correlation length, in order to determine their critical exponents 8, y, and
v, respectively.

Additionally, the experiments yield the magnetic structure

in the ordered phase.

II. NEUTRON SCATTERING
A.

Experimental

In Fig.l, the scattering configurations used are illustrated in reciprocal
space.

In all configurations the momentum transfer is in the (110) plane.

The nuclear reflections are indicated by open circles, while the magnetic Bragg
scattering in the ordered phase occurs at the reciprocal superlattice positions marked by closed circles.

However, for a system of spins ordered in

two dimensions elastic Bragg scattering of neutrons is expected to occur along
lines in reciprocal space

('ridges' of scattering), rather than points (peaks),

as was first pointed out by Birgeneau et al.

in connection with neutron

20

scattering in K.NiF,.
the scattering

In addition, these ridges contain the critical part of

due to fluctuations in these 2D arrays of spins.

The [lTO]

axis of the sample was oriented at right angles to the plane of scattering in

order to allow scans along (scan A in Fig.I) as well as perpendicular (scan B)

RECIPROCAL

SPACE

SCAN A
0(114)

(004)

(002)
SCAN B •

a*+b*
(000)

Fig.l.

(110)

The crystallographic unit cell of K,Mn-F-.

To indicate more clearly the double-layer structure, the cell has
been extended along the tetragonal axis. The lattice parameters are
a - 4.181 t 0.003 A and c • 21.55 ± 0.02 A at 4.2 K. Neutronscattering momentum transfer is in the (110) plane. In reciprocal
space, with the indexing (h k H) based on the crystallographic unit
cell, open circles denote nuclear reflections and closed circles
magnetic Bragg peaks. Nuclear reflections with I odd are symmetry
forbidden. Scans of types A and B are along and across the ridge of
magnetic scattering, respectively.
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to the ridge ( U & ) . With respect to the latter scans the choice of this
geometry should be viewed as a compromise between the Q resolution of the
spectrometer and the requirements of the quasi-elastic approximation (see Sec.
Ill C ) , which dictates the final wave vector to be parallel to the ridge.
All data presented in this paper were taken on one of the two-axis
spectrometers at the HFR reactor

in Petten, using the (002) reflection

of a Zn monochromator crystal to obtain a neutron beam with a wavelength of
1.473 A.

To enhance the resolution of the spectrometer both horizontal and

vertical 30 minutes collimation was employed before and after the scattering.
The crystal was grown with the horizontal zone melting technique, and had a
mosaic spread of 0.3 degrees.

In growing single crystals of K_Mn_F

with the

size required in the neutron scattering experiments (50 mm ) , contaminations
by small amounts of KMriF, and K_MnF

appeared to be unavoidable.

used contained 1.5% KMnF_ and 0.9% K«MnF,.
cryostat on an aluminum crystal holder.

The sample

The crystal was mounted in the

Control of the temperature was

accomplished by a servo-stabilized stream of boiled-off He gas to within
0.03 K over longer periods of time.

Temperature measurements were done with

a calibrated Ge resistor, and had an estimated inaccuracy of 1%.

In the data

analysis in the critical region, temperatures were taken relative to the
transition point T^, and these differences in temperature can be determined
to better accuracy, 0.05 K or 2%, whichever is greater.

B. Cross Section

In this section, we recapitulate the general features of magnetic scattering
of unpolarized neutrons, in so far as relevant to the analysis of our experiments (Sec.III).

For a more detailed review one is referred to the article
1 Q

by Marshall and Lowde.

Defining the scattering vector and the energy transfer

of the neutrons by Q = k. - k, and hto = (h /2m )(k. - k _ ) , with k. and k, the
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initial and final wave vector, respectively, and m

the neutron niass, the double-

differential cross section for magnetic scattering reads

Sfe •A <*i-V
< * V ff « W S O B ( < J U )
Safe

(o

Here, a,6 = x, y, z, while A(k., iL) is proportional to (k f /k.)|f(Q)| , with
f(Q) the magnetic form factor, for which numerical results are available in
the literature.

The quantity S

L

S

(Q, ID) represents the scattering function

/ dt e i ( Q - r - u t ) < S a (3, 0) S6(r\ t) >,

(2)

i.e., the space-time Fourier transform of the two-spin correlation function.
For the systems of interest here, having Heisenberg exchange coupling and
un::axial anisotropy, S

(Q, u) is diagonal.

The scattered intensity is usually split into an elastic Bragg part,
proportional to the square of the sublattice magnetization, and a diffuse
part arising from fluctuations of the spins about their thermal average.
For an antiferromagnet with the spins along an easy z axis (not necessarily
coinciding with the tetragonal axis) the former may be written as

< s Z > 2

exp[-2W(Q)] |FM(Q)|2(1 - Q*) 6(5 - T ).

(3)

Here, W(Q) is the Debye-Waller factor, T is a reciprocal lattice vector, and

F M (5) = f(5) | y l t t

(4)

is the magnetic structure factor, in which the summation runs over all spins
in the magnetic unit cell at position d, and a = + 1 for the up or down subd
lattice.
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The remaining part of the scattering, arising from fluctuations in the
magnetization, is proportional to the space-time Fourier transform of the
correlation function < 5Sa(5,O)<5Se(r,t) > , where 6Se(r,t) = S 6 (r,t) - < S6(r,t) >
represents the fluctuations of the order parameter about

its

thermal average.

For critical fluctuations under normal conditions the major contributions to
the scattering come from the region hu> «

k_T.

If further all neutrons

emerging at a given scattering angle are collected irrespective of their
energy and the scattering geometry is such that the spread in k f due to inelasticity is small relative to the inverse correlation length, i.e.,
adopting the quasi-elastic approximation, the diffuse part of the cross
section turns out to be

<S>diff
TTi

z

0 -Qj)xa"(5).

(5)

Thus, the diffuse scattering cross section is a direct measure of the generalized susceptibility x

(Q)• Discussion of the validity of the quasi-

elastic approximation in our experimental arrangement is deferred to Sec.
Ill C.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we successively discuss in detail the magnetic Bragg
scattering and the diffuse scattering, as well as the physical quantities
that can be extracted from them, i.e., the magnetic structure, the variation
of the sublattice magnetization with temperature, and the wavelength-dependent
susceptibility, including the critical exponents.
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A. Magnetic Structure

It has been established that the single-layer 2D systems, such as K.MnF,
and K_NiF,, once they order by going through T,,, actually gain long-range
order in three dimensions (3D LRO). This is not in contradiction with the
essentially 2D magnetic character of these systems, but is simply due to the
fact that the small interlayer exchange interaction, when summed over large
areas of the layers, still constitutes a macroscopic energy.

According to

the present study, the double layer K.Mn-F. appears to behave similar to the
single-layer structures; Below T^ evidence for near to complete 3D LRO is
found by the occurrence of magnetic Bragg scattering at points in reciprocal
space rather than "rods" extending in a direction perpendicular to the layers
of ordered spins.

If we adopt indexing in reciprocal space with reference to

the crystallographic cell, as will be done throughout this paper, the Bragg
peaks below T

are observed at the superlattice positions (h k S.) with h and

k half integer, and in our experimental arrangement h = k. In our experiments we
observed magnetic Bragg peaks at integer £, rather than superlattice half
integer, so that the stacking along the c axis is concluded to be ferromagnetic.
In this context it is noteworthy that ferromagnetic stacking of nnn double
layers has also been reported in Rb,Mn ? Cl 7 crystals grown, as our crystals,
from the melt.
Two other points of interest regarding the structure, which both can be
inferred

from the relative intensities of the magnetic Bragg reflections,

are the orientation of the spins in the ordered state and the distance 6 between
the paired layers.

In such an analysis it is important to distinguish between

reflections with odd and even index SL, originating from domains in the crystal
with the spin at the

^ i 4

position parallel [(+) domain] and antiparallel

[(-) domain] to the one at the origin, respectively.

Since a priori the two

types of domains may not be of equal occurrence, one has to extract the spin
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orientation and the paired-layer distance from the intensity ratios of Bragg
peaks belonging to the same domains, i.e., (J \ 3)/(J \ 1) for the (+) domains
and (£ \ 4)/(J J 2) for the (-) domains.

In Table I we compare calculated rela-

tive intensities in the two domains with the experimental results at 4.2 K, with
the Lorentz factor properly taken into account.

Here the distance 6 between

2+
2+
the paired layers is taken equal to the intralayer Mn - Mn distance,
which from nuclear Bragg scattering is found to be a = 4.181 ± 0.003 A at
4.2 K, while c = 21.55 ± 0.02 A.

Apparently, from the two most likely

magnetic configurations in case of tetragonal symmetry, i.e., those with
uniaxial or basal-plane anisotropy, the system favors the uniaxial anisotropy
along the tetragonal axis, as is the case for K-MnF,.

In a more precise

evaluation, in which 6 is allowed to vary, the experimental intensity ratios
are found to be consistent with the calculated ones for 6 = 4.18 ± 0.07 A ,
which within the experimental error equals the in-layer lattice constant.
As was pointed out by Birgeneau et al., critical scattering in a 2D
system as well as residual 2D Bragg scattering are observed along rods in

TABLE I.
7>

Experimental intensity ratios of 3D magnetic Bragg scattering in ordered
as compared with calculated ratios in case 6 - a.

Ratio

Experiment

Calculated

//c-axis

(4 h. *)/(£ I 2)
(i 4 3)/G I 1)

0.19 ± 0.02
1-39 ± 0.06

0.19
1.34

ic-axis

0.53
7.06

2500

2OOOIUl

15OO
in
(0

a

SB 1000
i

i
500
(2OOJX/2

(11UX/2

(110 x 2

' '

1

0

(112)X/2

1

<112)X/2
(114)X/2

(114JX/2
(116JX/2

1

I

(118)X/2

Al
KMnF3
KjMnF 4
K 3 Mn 2 F 7

I

I

— I
Fig.2.

Scan in reciprocal space along the top of the magnetic scattering ridge (J { I) at 61.7 K (full circles;

scan A in Fig.1). The magnetic double-layer structure results in vanishing ridge intensity at I = 0 and £ "> 5 because
of interference of the paired layers. To further demonstrate the magnetic origin of the ridge also a scan at
300 K is given (open circles). Peaks superimposed on the ridge originate from X/2 contamination of the primary
neutron beam, giving rise to nuclear scattering in K,Mn,F7> residual K.MnF,, and Che Al sample holder.
Also the (1 1 i) magnetic reflection in KMnF 3 (T N - 88 K ) , coinciding with the nuclear (1 I 1) \/2, shows up
weakly. Some smaller peaks are believed to originate from slight distortions.
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reciprocal space.

However, in a double layer, because of antiferromagnetic

coupling of the paired layers, these rods are modulated in intensity with a
periodicity in S. of c/6, with a minimum at Si = 0 imposed by symmetry.

There-

fore, by observing the ridge modulation, as was previously done for Rb,Mn~Cl 7 ,
one may directly confirm the double-layer character of the system.

In

Fig.2, a scan is shown along the ridge (J £ i) at 61.7 K, where it should be
noted that the nuclear peaks superimposed on the ridge originate from A/2
contamination of the incident neutron beam.

Additional scans, transverse to

the ridge at the positions % = -0.19, 2.20, and 4.39 (Fig.3) clearly demonstrate that in the scan along the rod at 61.7 K the ridge essentially disappears at the minima and the remaining intensity is background scattering.
From the periodicity of the modulation, and taking into account the form
factor [cf. Eq.(4)] and the variation of the background along the rod, we
deduce 6 = 4.4 ± 0.4 A for the interlayer distance in agreement with 6 from
the relative Bragg intensities, but with a larger error.

B. Sublattice Magnetization

As expressed by Eq.(3), the variation of the sublattice magnetization
with temperature can be deduced from the intensity of magnetic Bragg peaks,
where in the temperature region studied the effects of the Debye-Waller
factor can safely be ignored.

The measured intensities were corrected

for the nuclear scattering of X/2 neutrons, which coincides with the
magnetic Bragg scattering.

This correction was set equal to the scattering

remaining at temperatures substantially above T N , where both the ridge and the
magnetic Bragg peaks have vanished.

Secondly, the ridge intensity at

the reciprocal lattice points, which is of the order of 1% relative to the Bragg
intensity at zero temperature, was determined by combining the results of scans
of type A and B (See Fig.l) at various temperatures, and was subtracted
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Scans in reciprocal space transverse to the magnetic scattering ridge (h k 2.) with k * h at 61.7 K (scans of type B in Fig.I),

demonstrating the absence of ridge intensity at the minima of the modulated ridge in Fig.2.
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off.

Finally, the constant background was taken out.

The reflection

with the largest intensity and smallest statistical error within the practical
range of the spectrometer is (J { 2 ) . To check on possible effects from
extinction, the intensities of two other reflections, (J { 3) and (J } 4 ) ,
were examined as well.

The reduced sublattice magnetization M(T)/M(O), as

extracted from the (J { 2) Bragg intensity, is given in Fig.4 from 4 K up to
temperatures just above T N .
In the low-temperature part of the ordered regime, the temperature
dependence of M(T) has previously been measured to high accuracy by NMR at the
out-of-layer

19
3
F nucleus.

These data were found to excellently match a 2D

four-sublattice spin-wave theory appropriate to the Heisenberg double layer
up to ~ Tj./2.

Temperature-dependent and independent corrections to the spin-

wave energies due to magnon-magnon interactions were included up to first
order.

Least-squares fit of renortnalized spin-wave theory to the NMR data yielded

for the exchange constant J/k_ = -7.59 ± 0.03 K, and for the zero-temperature
energy gap e.~/]s. = 5.99 ± 0.06 K.

To compare the present data on the sub-

lattice magnetization with spin-wave theory, the renormalized spin-wave
calculation of the NMR study has been redone with the same spin-wave parameters, and inserted in Fig.4 as the solid line.

Within the experimental

inaccuracy of 2%, the neutron data agree well with the spin-wave result up
to, say, 30 K, consistent with 28 K found from NMR.

Confirming the NMR

results, above this point there appears to occur a distinct departure of the
sublattice magnetization from spin-wave theory, though at 30 K < S
dropped by only 12% from the zero-temperature value.

> has

Upon increasing the

temperature from 56 K, where 50% of the magnetization still remains, the
magnetization disappears completely at 58.5 K, as is shown in the inset to
Fig.4, with the system undergoing a second-order phase transition at 58.3 K.
In the vicinity of the transition temperature T' , the sublattice magnetiza-
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Temperature dependence of the reduced Bublattice magnetization in K.Mn.F^ as

measured from the intensity variation of the (! ! 2) Bragg reflection.
Below 30 K the data excellently match an earlier fit of renormalized spini-vave thepry
to NMR results (Ref.3). In the vicinity of the phase transition (T_, • 58.3 K) the
sublattice magnetization has been fitted to a power lav, with the fit extending down
to 52 K.
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tion is usually described in terms of the power law,

M(T)/M(O) = B[(T N - T ) / T N ] B .

(6)

In Fig.5,the sublattice magnetization as deduced from the three magnetic
Bragg reflections is presented in a log-log plot versus the reduced temperature (T N - T)/TN10

Best fits of Eq.(6) to these data hold down to (T

- T)/T

*

, or T « 52 K, in contrast to the single-layer 2D systems, where within

the experimental errors the fit holds well into the spin-wave regime.

The

three reflections, having quite different intensities, yield essentially the
same critical parameters, B = 0.83 + 0.03 and B = 0.154 ± 0.006, indicating
that extinction effects are indeed negligible.

In addition, the three plots

give the same output value for the Neel temperature, T

= 58.28 ± 0.05 K.

It

should however be stressed that the inaccuracy quoted for T., does not contain
the uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the temperature sensor, a
reasonable estimate of the actual error in T N then being T^ = 58.3 ± 0.2 K.
The result obtained for B is significantly smaller than the exact result B = 1.22
for the 2D Ising system and the experimentally found B = 1.0 in K-NiF, and
isomorphs.

A quantity that more intimately pertains to the critical

behavior is the exponent 6.

For the double-layer structure K-Mn-F^ B turns

out to equal those found in Mn single-layer structures, 0.15 ± 0.01 in
K-MnF,7 and 0.16 + 0.01 in R b 2 M n F 4 > 6 while approximating $ = 0.138 ± 0.004
in KJSiF,.

20

These critical exponents compare with the exact theoretical

result for a 2D Ising system, B = 1/8, rather than the value for 3D systems,
21
B * 1/3, obtained both theoretically

22 23
and experimentally.

'

This is

illustrated in Fig.5, where we have plotted the theoretical prediction of
Onsager for 2D Ising systems,
7
22
results for K^MnF, and MnF~.

and also have indicated the experimental
The general conclusion therefore is that the
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antiferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition in K,Mn2F_ is as strictly 2D
in nature, as in the single-layer systems.

This conclusion is supported further

by the observation that the diffuse scattering remains on ridges in reciprocal
space when going through the transition point (cf. Sec.Ill C ) .

i

i

i i ii

i

i

i

i ii i

10

Fig.5.

Reduced sublattice magnetization in K-M^F., as deduced from various

Bragg reflections, versus reduced temperature (T,, - T)/T,. in a log-log plot, yielding
the critical exponent B » 0.154 ± 0.006. For comparison, the experimentally found critical
behavior of the single-layer structure K,MnF, (Ref.7) and the 3D structure MnF. (Ref.22)
are also shown, as is the exact theoretical result by Onsager (Kef.IS) for 2D Ising
systems (B » ^ ) .
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Upon closer inspection of the Bragg intensity versus temperature, it appears
that the sublattice magnetization has not yet completely vanished at 58.28 K,
and in fact the derivative dM/dT is not truly discontinuous at T N , as it should
be for a second-order phase transition.
al.,

As was pointed out by Birgeneau et

this effect possibly originates from a smearing of Neel temperatures due

to some kind of inhomogeneities.

A spread in T

further causes the critical

scattering (see Sec.Ill C) to peak at a temperature somewhat larger than the
transition point obtained from a power-law fit to the sublattice magnetization.
Adopting a Gaussian distribution of Neel temperatures with a mean T
and

= 58.28 K,

following the procedure of Birgeneau et al., we estimate from

the temperature where the ridge intensity reaches its maximum, 58.45 ± 0.10 K,
the relative standard deviation in the spread of T

to be a' = 0.002.

Alternatively, o 1 may be derived from the point where the magnetic Bragg peaks
vanish, 58.35 ± 0.05 K, with the same result.

C. Critical Scattering

It was already recalled in Sec.II that the temperature dependence of the
wavelength-dependent susceptibility can be extracted from the diffuse part of
the neutron scattering cross section.

However, as expressed by Eq.(5), this

requires integration over the energy transfer by the neutron.

Before dis-

cussing this in more detail, we first consider the development of the ridge
with temperature at & - 1.46, the intensity of which is presented in Fig.6.
This location on the ridge, although besides the maximum of the modulation,
was chosen because of the absence of Bragg scattering, such as the (111) A/2
reflection of the Al sample holder, in transverse scans (cf. Fig.3 for
I = 2.20).

Upon lowering the temperature, the ridge intensity increases,

apparently as a result of the divergence of the susceptibility at T ^ O

+ 1.5 a')

= 58.45 K (See Sec.Ill B ) . At the same time the width of the ridge reduces,
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indicating that the range of spin correlations within the double layer becomes
larger when approaching T...
to the total scattering.
susceptibility x

//

(= X

zz

In the ordered regime, three contributions may add

Just below T\,, the longitudinal component of the
)> describing correlations of the fluctuations in the

z component of the spins, drops rapidly with decreasing temperature, so that
below ~ 50 K the scattering along the ridge is determined by the transverse

a.
<
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Peak intensity of the (J i I) ridge at I » 1.46 versus temperature, with background

scattering subtracted. At this position in reciprocal space the diffuse neutron cross section
samples the generalized susceptibility as 0.86 X

(Q) + '•'* X (Q)-
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spin fluctuations and the elastic magnetic scattering from 2D ordered spins.
Since the former contribution goes linearly with temperature, while the latter
scales with the sublattice magnetization M ( T ) , the scattering in the temperature range from 50 down to, say, 20 K is dominated by the transverse spin
fluctuations, i.e., by x

=

X

+

X

•

At the low-temperature end of the

ordered regime, Bragg scattering from 2D LRO dominates the ridge intensity.
With respect to the width of the ridge, x
X

i so that with the disappearance

of x

gives rise to a wider profile than
below T N the measured width increases.

Below ~ 50 K the width was found to remain constant down to about 20 K, at
which point it starts to decrease to about twice the instrumental resolution
at zero temperature.

As shown in Fig.6, the combined effect of scattering

from 2D LRO and transverse spin fluctuations apparently results in a constant
intensity of the ridge from ~ 50 K all the way down to 4 K.
Concerning the quantitative analysis of the diffuse scattering experiments,
Q

two details need some comment.

First, as was pointed out by Birgeneau et al.,

in experiments on 2D systems integration over the energy can be performed to
very high accuracy by taking the final wave vector k, of the neutrons parallel
to the ridge (9

= 0 ) . More precisely, fulfilling the so-called quasi-elastic

approximation requires

(m r/hk.K) sin 6 «
n
I
i

1,

(7)

where 6f is the angle between k, and the ridge, m

is the neutron mass, hr is

a characteristic energy width of the inelastic scattering, and K is the inverse
correlation length.

However, due to the presence of A/2 nuclear scattering, it

was not feasible to take the data at a geometry such that 6, = 0, but instead
all data were taken at sin 6 f = 0.24.

With hr * 0.25 meV, as inferred from the
8

energy analysis of the critical scattering in K^NiF,,

—1
and K = 0.01 A

both
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at (T - T N )/T N = 0.08 we estimate m r/hk.K * 0.65.

We may therefore conclude

that no appreciable errors will be introduced by adopting the quasi-elastic
o

approximation.
In making scans transverse to the ridge, one actually measures the
convolution of the crc=s section and the resolution function.

After sepa-

rating the three contributions to the scattering at the ridge (see below),
the final scattering profile for the longitudinal susceptibility was
deconvoluted for the spectrometer resolution.

This was performed by use

of the parameterized form of the resolution function of two-axis spectrometers worked out by Cooper and Nathans.

24

The parameters involved, the

horizontal and vertical collimations and the mosaic spread of the monochromator
crystal (0.25°) and the sample (0.3°), were determined from the spectrometer
geometry and measured resolution ellipses around the Bragg reflections (i | 1)
and (| | 2 ) . In the computer program employed, the q dependence of x is
assumed to have the analytical form known as the Fisher-Burford first
approximant

25

X(q) « 1/[1 + ( q / K ) 2 ] ' " ^ 2 ,

(8)

where q is taken with reference to the center of the ridge, and implicitly
K

= K , i.e., the correlations are isotropic within the double layer.
The unravelling of the three contributions in the ordered regime, with

the ultimate aim to correct the longitudinal susceptibility above T K for the
perpendicular one, proceeds as follows.

First, the scattering profile at 4.5 K

measured transverse to the ridge was entirely ascribed to 2D long-range order.
The temperature dependence of the 2D LRO scattering profile was assumed to
scale with the magnetic Bragg peak intensities, i.e., the intensity will decrease
with increasing temperature as the squared reduced sublattice magnetization,
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while the half width at half maximum is kept at the value at 4.5 K (0.024 A

).

The scans across the ridge at temperatures up to 50 K were subsequently correct•\

ed for the 2D LRO scattering, resulting in profiles whose amplitude appears
to increase linearly with temperature, while the half width at half maximum
remains constant at ~ 0.03 A

.

Such a behavior

is essentially what one would

••»'

expect for the transverse susceptibility on the basis of the molecular field

*•'•

approach, and thus gives confidence that the procedure is basically correct.

s»
I'-.

A point of note is that the width found, after deconvolution for the instru-

:

mental width, compares well with the inverse perpendicular correlation length
K

= 0.02 A

obtained from spin-wave theory with the anisotropy parameter

from recent AFMR measurements in K,Mn.F_.

Above T,., where the 2D LRO

component of the scattering has vanished, the perpendicular susceptibility
decreases with increasing temperature, but is still of such a size that its
contribution to the scattering must be subtracted off to obtain the scattering
profile associated with the longitudinal susceptibility only.

The amplitude

and width of the profile of the perpendicular susceptibility above T« are
adopted

to vary according to the critical exponents of the longitudinal

component of the susceptibility

in a self-consistent way, with the

Ising values y = 7/4 and v = 1 as first approximations.

2D

However, in these

power laws the temperature was referred to a shifted critical point T, « 46 K,
which is determined by the requirement that the half width equals the value
below Tj.(0.03 A

) at the true critical temperature T^.

The temperature-

dependent corrections thus obtained were subtracted off, and the remaining
';.

scattering profiles were finally deconvoluted for the spectrometer resolution
in the way discussed above.

It should be noted here that the data were not

sufficiently accurate to allow a direct estimate for n from f-itting the FisherBurford approxituant to the ridge profile.

Instead, in Eq.(8) n = 0 was taken,

thus adopting the classical Ornstein-Zernike form for x(i)•

Below 59 K, the
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The longitudinal susceptibility X

(i " 0), as derived from the

height of the scattering ridge at ({ J 1.46), versus the reduced temperature
in a log-log plot. Corrections have been made for the transverse
susceptibility, while the data have been deconvoluted for the spectrometer
resolution, as described in text.
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correlations within the layers become of such long range that the resulting
ridge is too narrow to be resolved

with the resolution of the spectro-

meter accross the ridge at I = 1.46 (~ 0.01 A

-1

half width at half maximum).

The results of the analysis for the amplitude
i.e., x

(i = 0) and <

and width of the ridge,

, are plotted double-logarithmically in Figs.7 and 8,

l

I

I | l iII I
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I | I I I
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Fig.8.

The inverse correlation length <

, as derived from the width of

the scattering ridge at (! i 1.46) versus the reduced temperature in a
log-log plot. Similarly to Fig.7., the transverse susceptibility and the
spectrometer resolution have been accounted for.
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respectively.

In the temperature region 0.015 < (T - T )/T

< 0 . 2 , the

susceptibility can be expressed in terms of the power law

x" (q = o) « [Or - T M ) / T J ~ Y ,

(9)

with y = 1.9 ± 0.3, while the inverse correlation length is found to vary
according to

Jl

= C[(T

_ T N )/T N ]\

(10)

with v = 1.1 + 0.2 and C = 0.13 A~ .

It should be noted at this point that

the exponents found are quite sensitive to the correction made for the transverse susceptibility, and in fact the inaccuracy of x
errors in the critical exponents.

is a major source of the

However, the output values for y and v

appear to be strongly correlated, so that their ratio is determined to a higher
accuracy than would follow from the individual y and v.
of the analysis yields y/v = 1.80 ± 0.05.

Detailed inspection

From the exponent equality

v(2 - n) = Y one then extracts n = 0.20 ±0.05 for the deviation from the
classical Ornstein-Zernike form.

The results are consistent with those for the

exactly solvable 2D Ising model (y = -^, v = 1, and n = - ) , as well as with the
9
experimental findings for the single-layer structures K-NiF,, K-MnF, and
Rb Ni

2 0 5^0.5^

(Y = 1-65 ±

°"15' V = °'95 *Ol10'and n *0-2)'but differ

from the exponents measured in the 3D Heisenberg systems MnF. ( Y = 1.24 ± 0.02
and v = 0.63 + 0.02),
KMnF_ ( Y = 1.33 ± 0.05).

RbMnF 3 ( Y = 1.397 ± 0.034 and v = 0.724 + 0.008),
29

and

Thus, the present numerical results on the critical

exponents in K_Mn_F- further support the conclusion arrived at in Sec.Ill B that the
phase transition in double-layer antiferromagnets is essentially of 2D nature.
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IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Elastic as well as quasi-elastic neutron scattering data in K.Mn.F. were
discussed in detail, and the main results can be summarized as follows.
(i) The system

shows a second-order phase transition at 58.3 ± 0.2 K to

antiferromagnetic long-range order within double layers, while the coupling
of nnn double layers turnes out to be ferromagnetic.

The magnetic double-

layer character was directly verified from the sinusoidal intensity modulation of the scattering along ridges in reciprocal space, where neutrons probe
both 2D spin correlations and 2D LRO.

Further, from the intensity ratios of

magnetic Bragg peaks the spins are concluded to be aligned parallel to the
tetragonal axis.

Elastic magnetic Bragg peaks with vanishing intensity at

58.0 ± 0.5 K have previously been reported for K 2 MnF,, and attributed to the
occurrence of a Ca«MnO,-type magnetic structure, having antiferromagnetic nnnlayer coupling.

30

In view of the present results, however, it could very well be

that some K ^ M ^ F ^ was present in the samples used in these experiments on

^

(ii) The temperature variation of the sublattice magnetization, as derived
from the intensity of three different magnetic Bragg scattering peaks, is found
to be in excellent accord with previous NMR results.
confirmed

In particular, it was

that spin-wave theory appropriate to the double layer, even with

renormalization to first order included, breaks down at ~ T.,/2.

As argued

previously in connection with spin-wave calculations on the sublattice magnetization in single-layer structures,
lization will improve matters.

12

it is not expected that further renorma-

The breakdown therefore indicates that above

this point a kind of excitations set in that are not properly accounted for by
spin-wave theory. The present measurements, manifesting divergence of x // near
T , as well as analogous results for single-layer structures, indicate that
critical fluctuations involve longitudinal excitations rather than transverse ones.
(iii) In the critical regime, the order parameter follows a power law
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with a critical exponent (3 = 0.154 ± 0.006,which essentially equals those
found in single-layer Mn structures and approximates those in other 2D
systems.

In contrast, the coefficient B = 0.83 ± 0.03, i.e., the power law

g
extrapolated to zero temperature, differs from B = 1.0 ± 0.03 in K-MnF,,
more from the 2D Ising B = 1.22.

and even

One should however observe that B is not

that directly connected with critical behavior.

Rather, its value indicates

how far the sublattice magnetization is already forced down by spin waves at
the point where the critical regime is entered.

In comparing K-Mn^F- and

K-MnF, (see Fig.5) in the region where spin waves dominate, 1 -"* (T

- T)/T., >

0.3 say, we see that the decrement of the reduced sublattice magnetization is
larger in K_Mn~F 7 , simply because at a certain T/l\. there is a larger number
of spin waves excited.

By similar arguments, the result from neutron data in

K-NiF, that a power law fitted to the sublattice magnetization holds from the
critical regime all the way down to 4.2 K,

should be considered a matter of

coincidence, and, in fact, is not borne out by the more accurate NMR results.

12

(iv) The critical part of the scattering remains on ridges in reciprocal
space when approaching the phase transition from above.
that the spin correlations remain 2D down to T N .

This by itself indicates

It was further found that

the critical exponents for the longitudinal generalized susceptibility and
inverse correlation length, y = 1.9 ± 0.3 and v = 1.1 ± 0.2, respectively, as
extracted from the temperature variation of the ridge scattering profile, do
q
not significantly differ from those in single-layer structures.

The correc-

tion to the classical Ornstein-Zernike form, n = 0-20 ± 0.05, is also appropriate
9
to 2D systems.
Thus, all evidence from both above and below T N leads to the
general conclusion that the phase transition in Heisenberg double layers with
weak anisotropy is of strictly 2D nature.
It is of interest to compare the reduction of the correlation length with
temperature with that in comparable 2D and 3D systems.

In the double-layer

structure KoMn,F 7 the spatial correlations between the spins extend to about
100 A at 1.1 T N [cf. Eq.(lO)].

At 1.1 T N the correlation length in KMnF 3 is

29
12 A,

whereas in the single-layer structures K-NiF, and I^MnF, the corre-

lation within the layer extends over distances of 110 A and 80 A, respectively.

It has been found that the correlation length is slightly sensitive
g
to the magnetic anisotropy,
so that the above values may not be entirely
comparable.

Nevertheless, the relative magnitudes of these correlation lengths

supply an additonal argument for the conclusion that in the regime just above
the ordering point, up to say 1.2 T N , the double layer behaves as a strictly
2D system.
Another point, which does not require the lengthy chain of analyzing
leading to the critical coefficients, but instead is directly verifiable from
experiment by observing the development of the scattering ridge with temperature, is the temperature at which 2D correlations cease to exist.

In the

representative 2D system KjNiF, spin correlations within the planes are found
to persist up to at least 2 TN>
still 23 A.

at which point the correlation length is

In contrast, in K,Mn_F 7 the ridge of 2D critical scattering has

virtually disappeared at ~ 1.5 T...

These results lead one to the conjecture

that in the region 1.5 T R and above JUMn^F.. is in the course of going over to
3D behavior.

A point of note here is that extrapolation of the power law

in K,Mh_F_ from the region I < l . 2 I
of ~ 5 A.

to 1.5 L

would yield a correlation length

This is of the order of the paired-layer distance, and therefore

indicative of the onset of breakdown of correlations in the z direction.

The

conjecture is also qualitatively consistent with deductions from the magnetic
1 2
susceptibility, ' which give evidence for a behavior intermediate between 2D
and 3D in this regime.
Finally, we briefly discuss the results in relation to the findings from
high-temperature expansion of the susceptibility in n-layer Heisenberg ferro-
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magnets.

In case of a double-layer ferromagnet, from these calculations

2D critical behavior is expected below, say 1.2 T e v , with T o

denoting the

temperature at which the susceptibility is found to diverge by extrapolating
the expansion to low temperatures.
true transition point T,,.

T_ K usually agrees reasonably with the

Although the high-temperature series was evaluated

for ferromagnets, it is noteworthy that the extent of the critical region
found in the double-layer antiferromagnet K,Mn~F._ is consistent with these
results.
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CHAPTER III

ZERO-POINT SPIN REDUCTION IN THE
DOUBLE-LAYER ANTIFERROMAGNET K o Mn o B

ABSTRACT
The

Mn NMR in the double-layer antiferromagnet K,Mn-F7 has been detected

through its effect on the antiferromagnetic resonance. The NMR frequency
corrected for the effects of nuclear spin waves yields for the zero-point
spin reduction A 0 <K 3 Mn 2 F 7 ) = (0.57 + 0.06) AgCl^MnF^) + (0.A3 ± 0.06) & 0 (KMnF-),
and absolutely AgOC.Mh-F-) = 0.12 ± 0.03. The results are in agreement with
spin-wave theory.
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In Heisenberg antiferromagnets, the departure of the magnetization at
zero temperature from complete alignment is dependent on the dimensionality
of the magnetic lattice.

In particular, the reduction in two-dimensional

(2-D) systems is substantially larger than in 3-D ones, as has been
confirmed by experiment.

To study a case intermediate between 2-D and 3-D,

we have determined the zero-point spin reduction in the double-layer antiferromagnec K j M n ^ (T N = 58.3 K ) . The magnetic structure is similar to the
2-D system K_MnF,, except that the quadratic layers are replaced by pairs of
adjoining quadratic layers.

As in K 2 MnF,, the exchange interactions between

double layers cancel, and K^Mn^F.^ may therefore be considered as an example
of a genuine isolated antiferromagnetic double layer.
Both in the ordered regime and in the critical region just above T , the
2-D double-layer character of the system has been born out by a number of
2 3
experiments. '

Below T,,, the fall of the sublattice magnetization with
19

temperature has been studied with high accuracy with

F NMR, and the dyna-

mics of the magnons were probed with two-magnon Raman scattering.

The magnon

dispersion relation has two two-fold branches, the lower one corresponding
to in-phase precession of the spins in the paired layers, the upper one to
out-of-phase precession.

In contrast to thermodynamic quantities, for which

the Bose factor selects the lower magnon branch, all excitations in the zone
potentially contribute to the zero-point spin reduction.

Therefore, the latter

may differ from the value for the single-layer square lattice.
The experimental method used to probe <SZ> was to saturate the

Mn NMR

and to observe its effect on the position of the antiferromagnetic resonance
(AFMR).

The method is based on the change in the nuclear contribution H ^

to the staggered anisotropy field H. acting on the electron spin when varying
the nuclear polarization.

This form of electron-nuclear double resonance
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4
(ENDOR), originally devised by Heeger et al., was previously employed by
Walstedt et al.

to study the single-layer structures. As the AFMR is

detected by microwave techniques, an external magnetic field along the c axis
need be applied to bring the lowest-lying k=0 magnons to resonance.
the

Accordingly,

Mn nuclei are split in two distinct classes, (+) and (-), with corres-

ponding resonance frequencies (o
and OJ .
n+
n—

The magnetization <S > can then be
z

found from the average nuclear resonance frequency U) = 2irv =y H = |A,.,-<S >/h| .
The shift of the field

at which AFMR occurs is given by

|AHO|

where ri+ is

the fractional decrease

of the nuclear polarization with rf power,

and H. .= Ar;l.<I >+/yh
are the anisotropy fields due to the nuclei at thermal
An—
JJ
z — 6
equilibrium. Further, 0,

is the zero-field spin-wave gap, H. the total aniso-

tropy field, and Hg = 5|j|<Sz>/yeh the exchange field.

The shift of the resonance

field amounts to ~50 G at 1.5 K for full saturation of the (+) or (-) nuclei.
The rf power was applied to the sample by a small 3-turn coil, the
impedance of which was matched to the rf generator with a stub stretcher.

The

sample was mounted in a rectangular cavity, resonating at 23.3 GHz, and part
of a superheterodyne EPR spectrometer equipped with phase-sensitive detection
of the 60 MHz intermediate frequency. The spectrometer was set at maximum slope
of the AFMR absorption (full width at half maximum ~700 G ) , so that the shift
was recorded as a variation of the amplitude.

Temperatures of about 1.5 K were

maintained by immersing the cavity assembly in liquid Helium.
lity, the cavity was placed in a secondary Helium reservoir.

For higher stabiThe external field

of ~35 kG required for AFMR was provided by a superconducting magnet system.
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As to experimental details, we finally note that any practical misalignment
of the sample does not effect v , for the following reasons.

First, by far

the major contribution to the nuclear resonance frequency originates from the
hyperfine field oriented along the c axis (** 630 k G ) . Second, a perpendicular
component of H o is in part cancelled by the hyperfine field of the induced
perpendicular electronic spin moment [ x^ (T=0) = 3.6 x 10
only the parallel component of the field is relevant.

emu/mole] .

Therefore,

In our case we have

H Q = 34.33 kG, corresponding to a splitting of the NMR modes of 72.5 MHz
[cf. Eq. (2) below], as compared to the experimental 73.0±0.7 MHz.
The combination of hyperfine coupling and exchange leads to an indirect
coupling of the nuclear spins, which reduces the

Mn NMR frequencies.

This

pulling of the NMR frequency, proportional to the nuclear polarization, was
first calculated by de Gennes et al.

For antiferromagnets, the pulled fre-

quencies are given by

(2)

where ft. and £2, are the angular AFMR frequencies (of the lower branch), and
P + = l-2y Y
Shifts of the

Hft(H{)±H )/n]^2!*i' * s

a

higher-order correction to the pulling.

Mn NMR upon full saturation of the nuclei deduced from Eq.(2)

with the parameters obtained from NMR

and AFMR

are entered in Table I.

The

pulling effect has also been detected experimentally in a way employed earlier
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in the study of 2-D systems.

Since both the shifts of the AFMR and the

nuclear frequencies are linear in the nuclear polarization, measurement of
the HMR at different power levels yields sets of t i l t e d curves with the maxima
lying on straight lines ( F i g . l ) .
is plotted versus rf power.

In Fig.2. the maximum shift of the AFMR

The limit of full saturation of the nuclei was

found by noting that at the maxima n = a/(C+l), with a proportional to the
rf power. From Figs.l and 2 the unpulled frequencies are thus extracted
with the result V + (l) = 699.3 ± 0.5 MHz and V_(l) = 626.3 ± 0.4 MHz. The
experimentally determined pulling is also entered in Table I , where i t i s
seen that there is good agreement with the calculated r e s u l t , as has previously
been found in 2-D systems.

To deduce A., V + (l) should be corrected for the

minor drop of the sublattice magnetization at the f i n i t e temperatures used.
Using the low-temperature analytical expression for the magnetization in a
2
field, we find an average v = 663.3 ± 0.7 MHz at T=0.

TABLE I. Experimental "pulled"

Mn NMR frequencies, linewidths (full width at half

maximum), nuclear spin-wave shifts, and unpulled NMR frequencies, all in a parallel
external field of 34.33 kG, and the pure hyperfine frequency corrected to T»0. Data
of the upper branch were taken at 1.4 K, those of the lower at 1.5 K.
Entries are in MHz.

v ± (0)

Av±(0)

[ v ± ( l ) - v ± (0)]
(calc) (meas)

v±(l)

694.0±0.5

4.5±0.5

5.2

5.3±0.7

699.3±0.5

622.7±0.4

3.9+0.5

3.7

3.6+0.5

626.3±0.4

vn
(T=0)

663.3±0.7
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620

Fig.I.

625
630
FREQUENCY (MHz)

Shift of the AFMR versus rf frequency for a series of fixed power levels.

The shift is linear in the decrement of the nuclear

Mn polarization. The peaks

lie on a straight line intersecting the upper abcis at the unpulled hyperfine
frequencies v ± (l).
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To convert V

to A_ we need the

Mn hyperfine coupling constant A_-, to

which contribute the single-ion hyperfine interaction, supertransferred
hyperfine fields from neighboring Mn, and the dipolar field.
A-c = A.

+ A

, - + A,. .

In the pure system, A.

That is,

is only known to limited

precision as its value must be deduced from experimental hyperfine data of
Mn

2+

diluted in a series of paramagnets with similar P coordinations, such as

4

0

Fig.2.

6
8
POWER (mW)

10

Shift of Che AFMR at the maxima of the upper branch of the

12

Mn NMR

versus rf power. The solid curve represents the a/(o+l) dependence, with C
proportional to the rf power. Shifts of the AFMR are normalized to the limit of
full nuclear saturation.
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2+

2+
and ICZnF,:Mn . A definite dependence on the host lattice has
7
ft
been observed.
For A ,- one has to rely on calculations.
Before considering
KZnF~:Mn

reasonable estimates for these quantities, we first compare v

with those found

in KMnF_ and K^MnF, to extract conclusions on A Q that are more or less independent of the variations of A,
and A . , from one compound to another.
loc
stnr

We note

that in K.Mn-F- a Mn ion is surrounded by 5 F ions in a Mn-F-Mn bond and 1 in a
Mn-F-K bond, as compared to coordination by 6 Mn-F-Mn bonds in KMnF-, and
4 Mn-F-Mn bonds and 2 Mn-F-K bonds in K-MnF,.
2
4
and A

, , in K.Mn.F^, and thus A^,

K M n F , and KMnF,

This infers that both A.
loc

are virtually midway between those in

[The separation A 55 (KMnF 3 > - A ^ K - M n F . ) is about 8 MHz.] .

From lattice summation

A,. (K.MnF.) = 0.72 MHz and A,. (K,MnoF_) = 0.35 MHz,
dip I
4
dip
ill

while A,. (KMnF..)'* 0.

Then, relating the present result to the zero-field

low-temperature values V (T=0) = 643.5 ± 1.0 MHz in ^ M n F ^ (Ref.l) and
V n (T=4.2
K) 2 F= 7 )687
2 MHz
in KMnF
(Ref.9),
arrive
at
A Q (K 3 Mn
= ±(0.57
± 0.06)
A Q3 (K
+ (0.43
+ 0.06)
A Q (KMnF 3 ).
2 MnF 4 ) we

(3)

The errors in the coefficients are of course strongly related.
It is of interest to compare Eq.(3) relating the three A_'s with the
results of spin-wave theory.

One may rely on the linear theory as higher-

order corrections to A. have been proved to be negligible in case of 2-D
and 3-D systems. 10

Taking A . ^ M n F ^ ) = 0.170 and A Q (KMnF 3 ) = 0.077, i.e.,

the spin-wave values for the appropriate anisotropy, we find
A 0 (K 3 Mn.F 7 ) = 0.130 ± 0.006.

This may be compared directly with the linear

spin-wave result for the double-layer system. On the basis of the four-sublattice
2
2-D spin-wave formalism of Arts et al., the zero-point spin reduction in the
latter is
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i
0

4N

j f(
0tL [

2

LiSL-j. , > + (
2
*
[

LS
z 2 2

r

- , )1 ,
J

(4)

where y-f- = (4y^ + 0/5 and y?= (^Jt ~ 0/5, while y£ = cos(Jk a)cos(Jk a).
_3
Taking a = H /H E = 1.8 x 10
appropriate to K.Mn 2 F 7 (Ref.6) and summing
exactly over the Brillouin zone, we find A- = 0.125, which is remarkably
consistent with the result from Eq.(3). In passing we note that only 8%
of A. arises from the upper branch.
While Eq.(3) represents the most precise result of the present investigation, one might also deduce an absolute value for Af.(K,Mn.F_). By
reasonings analogous to the ones used in the earlier determination of
A_(K-MnF,), i.e., relying on variations of A..
and covalency, and variation of A
neighbors, '

one may obtain A..

with the lattice parameters

, , with the number of first Mn
+ A

. . in undiluted K,Mn.F_ with the

result An
+ A ,c = -287.5 ± 3 MHz. From V we then find A,, = 0.12 ± 0.03,
loc
sthr
n
0
where the error mainly resides on the hyperfine coupling in the concentrated
system.
In summary,

Mn NMR frequencies in the double-layer antiferromagnet

KLMn.F- have been determined utilizing an ENDOR technique based on the
nuclear contribution to the electronic anisotropy field. Despite the
uncertainties in the hyperfine coupling, the zero-point spin reduction in
the double layer was found to be significantly reduced with respect to
single-layer systems, but larger than in 3-D ones. The results are in
agreement with the predictions of spin-wave theory.
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CHAPTER IV

ANTIFERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE IN THE QUADRATIC DOUBLE LAYER

ABSTRACT
Antiferromagnetic resonance in K,Mn~F_ has been measured and analyzed
to extract the spin-wave energy gap. The fall of the gap with temperature
closely follows the sublattice magnetization.

In this note we present and discuss data on antiferromagnetic
resonance (AFMR) in the Heisenberg antiferromagnet K,Mn_F_, with the aim
to extract the spin-wave energy gap and its temperature dependence. The
magnetic structure of K.Mn_F_ is a quadratic double layer, closely related
to the well-known single layer l^MnF, and isomorphs. It has recently been
1
2
3
examined in some detail by NMR, neutron diffraction, and Raman scattering,
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20
40
TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig. I. External magnetic fields required for AFMR versus temperature. The
microwave frequency is 24 GHz.
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with the general conclusion that the double layer is of two-dimensional
nature.
The AFMR data were taken with a superheterodyne EPR spectrometer operating at a fixed frequency of about 24 GHz.

The sample was mounted in a

rectangular cavity with the easy axis (c axis) along the magnetic field
required to bring the lowest-lying magnon branch to resonance with the
microwave radiation.

The fields were provided by a high-homogeneity super-

conducting solenoid.

Spectra were taken with the field both increasing

and decreasing to eliminate hysteresis effects.

Temperatures below 4.2 K

were maintained by controlled pumping of liquid helium; above this point
by servo-stabilizing the temperature of a flow of boiled-off He gas.
Temperatures, measured with carbon and glass-carbon resistors in turn
calibrated against standard Ge and Pt resistors, are accurate to 0.1 K
or less.

In Fig.1 we present the temperature dependence of the external

field for AFMR at 24 GHz, and in Fig.2 the variation of the AFMR linewidth.
To convert the data of Fig.1, taken at external fields H , into spinwave gaps at zero field, we represent the anisotropy by a temperaturedependent staggered field H,.

Thus, in a four-sublattice model the

Hamiltonian reads

5C

=

J T |

y

c

g

+ | j |£

S

S

+ IJI Z

S

S

+l*j|jj

- g l i ( H . + H . ) ( E S ? + ! I S » ) - RV-o ( H - . - H . ) ( I S Z + Z s f , ) .
B
0 A o <c
A. <c
B O A
m
, m
•v<c
m
nr

S

S

(1)

Here, the indices & and •£' run over the up sublattices of the double layer,
m and m' over the down sublattices.

Following the standard procedure, i.e.,

applying Holstein-Primakoff transformation, going over to spatial Fourier
transforms, diagonalizing the quadratic part of the resulting Hamiltoniar,
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TN(H=O)

20
40
TEMPERATURE (K)

Fig.2.

60

Full width at half maximum of the AFMR at 24 GHz versus

temperature. The data are taken in the external fields of F i g . ) .

and working out the quartic part as a first-order perturbation,

we find

for the renormalized spin-wave dispersion of the lower (acoustic) and upper (optical) branch
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^

0

k

2

] * ± gp B H 0 /5|j|S -

k

k

k

g

; [RQ + R,

k

k
(2)

EP'4)/5|J|S

k

= [(l+a) 2 ^ 2 ]* ± gyBH0/5|j|s - g^ [ RQ + R (T)]
k
k

Here, a = gu H /5|j|S; y' = (4y +l)/5 and y" = (4y -l)/5, with
a A
k
k
k
k
y = cosC^k a)cos(|k a ) , are geometrical factors. The temperaturex
y
k
independent and dependent renormalizations are contained in

0 fc k

k
(3)

O k k k

k

k k

k

0 k

k

k k

k

and

k k

where
1+a-Y.;2

1+a-y"2

21

t

and

(4)

£i _
k

*^ k

^,, _

k k
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temperature dependence of
sublattice magnetization

0.

0
>uj

3
o
2 3

TN(H=0)

2 20
TEMPERATURE

Fig.3.

40
(K)

60

Zero-field magnon energy gap versus temperature as obtained from extrapolation

to zero field with renormalized spin-wave theory. The dashed curve represents the
experimental temperature dependence of the sublattice magnetization in zero field.
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Finally, n^ = l/[ expCE^'/k-Tj-l] are the magnon Bose occupation numbers,
k
k
in which the renormalized energies are inserted.
For a given data point of Fig.l, we set E

(2)

equal to the microwave
k=0
quantum, and solve the above equations self-consistently on computer
to obtain a(T). We set |j|/kfi = 7.59 K, as obtained from NMR.

The

calculational process contains an iterative loop, nested within the
iteration of ot(T), to determine the temperature-dependent quantities of
the right-hand side of Eqs.(2), viz., R.(T), P.(T), and the n + 's. The
k
summations over the Brillouin zone were done without approximations.
Having found a(T), we finally deduce the zero-field gap by evaluating
E v ' from Eqs.(2) with H set to zero. Here the iteration of R.(T), etc.,
U
k=0
has of course to be redone.
The results of the extrapolation to zero field are given in Fig.3.
At T=0, we find a gap of 5.78 ± 0.05 K, which differs beyond the error
limits from the result 5.99 ± 0.06 K obtained from the spin-wave analysis of the sublattice magnetization.

As discussed in Ref.l, the gap

derived from the magnetization is an effective one, which may be larger
than the real gap since residual c axis coupling J
in the analysis.

is not incorporated

With the above values an upper limit for J

may be

estimated, with the result |j / j | < 5x10 . The sign of J cannot be
2
determined, but from neutron work the coupling between next-nearest
double layers is known to be ferromagnetic.

As to the temperature depen-

dence of the spin-wave gap, it is of interest to compare the drop with
that of the sublattice magnetization, which is known from NMR

and neutron

2
scattering.

In Fig.3 this fall is indicated with the dashed line.

As

in the single-layer structure K-MnF,, the gap appears to scale roughly
with the sublattice magnetization.
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CHAPTER V

DIPOLAR ANISOTROPY IN LAYERED ANTIFERROMAGNETS

ABSTRACT

Dipolar interactions in Heisenberg antiferromagnets have been
treated in the spin-wave approximation to find the temperature dependence of the magnon energy gap and the sublattice magnetization.
Magnon-magnon interactions are included to first order.

The treatment,

ignoring the non-secular part of the dipolar interaction, is limited
to cases where the anisotropy is weak relative to the spin-wave energies.
Numerical results for the two-dimensional antiferromagnets K-MhF, and
K.Mn.F- confirm the earlier spin-wave analysis of these structures, in
which the k - 0 magnon energies were scaled with temperature in a
semi-empirical way.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The principal quanties entering the spin-wave analysis of Heisenberg
antiferromagnets, including the two-dimensional (2-D) ones, are the
nearest-neighbor exchange and the anisotropy.

Even when the anisotropy

is weak, it has a profound effect on the magnon dispersion near the
center of the Brillouin zone, and thus on thermodynamic quantities, by
producing a gap at k=0.

From antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR)

as

2
well as neutron scattering

it is known that the gap decreases with

temperature, and ultimately drops to zero at T...

In other terms, when

the magnon modes become excited, the k=0 magnons reduce their energy
by renormalizing interactions.

Experimentally, the k=0 energy is found

to closely follow the sublattice magnetization. '
In Mn compounds the anisotropy is mainly of dipolar origin.

In a

spin-wave analysis, however, dipolar interactions, involving many pairs
of spins over considerable distances in the lattice are cumbersome to
handle.

In the systems considered here, the single-layered K«MnF,

(T N = 42.1 K) and the double-layered K j M n ^ (T N = 58.3 K ) , the anisotropy has been treated as a staggered field acting on the individual
3 4 5
spins. ' '

It has been established that a staggered field gives a fair

representation of the dispersion in these systems, at least at zero
temperature.

3

A spin-wave theory based on Heisenberg exchange and a

staggered field does however not allow interactions among spin waves as
a result of the anisotropy.
constant.

It in fact would leave the k=0 gap virtually

Spin-wave renormalization near k=0 therefore had to be included

in an effective and semi-empirical way by making the staggered field
temperature dependent according to the results of AFMR near spin flop;
in the remaining part of the zone renormalizing corrections, due to
exchange, were introduced according to Oguchi.

The temperature-dependent
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staggered-field approach has been quite succesful in the spinwave analysis of the sublattice magnetization at low temperatures.
The primary purpose of the present paper is to show that in a
spin-wave theory which includes weak dipolar anisotropy, the k=0
modes are properly renormalized without the necessity of making
spin Hamiltonian parameters dependent on temperature.

Note that

the dipolar interaction is entirely determined by the geometry.
In the spin-wave expansion, the four-magnon part of the anisotropy,
i.e., the part responsible to lowest order for the temperature dependence of the gap, is treated as a perturbation.

The 2-D systems

KjMnF, and K,Mn,F7 are taken as examples in the actual calculations.

II.
A.

SPIN-WAVE DISPERSION
Single-layer structures

The calculation of the magnon dispersion in quadratic layers,
and the sublattice magnetization derived from it, is based on a
model of nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange and a
weak anisotropy by dipolar interactions summed over the lattice. For
Q

completeness, we further include axial single-ion anisotropy
the effect of an external field along the easy axis.
tonian thus reads
2 2

\

z 2
m

H

m

and

The Hamil-
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Here, the indices t and m refer to sites on the up and down sublattice,
respectively; i and j run over both sublattices.
Following the standard procedure, we expand the spin operators in
local spin-deviation operators a» and b

on the up and down sublattice,

respectively, by use of the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, and
subsequently introduce spatial Fourier transformation to reciprocal
space.

In lowest order in 1/2S the Hamiltonian may then be written as

3C0+3Cr w i t h 9 ' 1 0 ' "

JC = E { [ 4 | J | S + A(k) + C - 2DS + gP-Hj a*".
k k
k
+

[ 4 | j | S + A(k) + C - 2DS - gWBH0
k k
U|J|SY
k

+ D(S)] ( a ^ + a ^ ) } ,
k k
k k

Z [B(k)(a a
+ b ^ b + j + E(J)ab f + C.C.] ,
k
k -k
k -k
k -k

(2)

(3)

where y = cos(Jk a)cos(Jk a ) , and C.C. denotes the complex conjugate.
y
k
*
Equations (2) and (3) contain the lattice summations (in the notation
of Harris;

C is independent of k)

A(k) = d 2 (3cos 2 0 n -l)(l+Je lk>Rn )/1^,
B(k) = - i d I s i n 2 0 e
n
n

C

= -d £'(3cos20n-l)/R^,
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D(k) = id nS'(3cos 2 e n - l ) e i k > R n / Rn3 ,
2
= - f d 22' sin
© e"21^
sin©
z
n
n

it+R
e

e

n //R 3 ,,
n

(4)

2 2
with d = g p_S, and £ and E' denote summations over magnetic sites in
D
n
n
the same and opposite sublattice, respectively.

The polar angle 0

taken relative to the direction of magnetization.

is

Note that 3C

contains contributions from the dipolar interaction only, which are
much smaller than the energies associated with 3C.

In the 2-D anti-

ferromagnet ^ M n F , , for example, dipolar interactions are of the order
of 0.3 K [cf. the more usual staggered anisotropy field glJgHA *
A(0) + C -D(0)] (Ref . 3 ) , as compared to magnon energies of ~ 10 K at
the center of the Brillouin zone.
The complete quadratic Hamiltonian 3C + Jfj may be diagonalized by
a 4 x 4 Bogoliubov transformation.
to first diagonalize 3C.

It is however more convenient

The crux is that IHL is diagonalizable by a

transformation of smaller size, viz., 2 x 2 , which makes evaluation
of the renonaalizing corrections due to four-magnon terms in the
expansion of K algebraically manageable (see below).
weak anisotropy, W
correction due to X

may in fact be disregarded.
appears to be zero.

In case of

The first-order

For the 2-D systems consi-

dered, the second-order correction is estimated to be of the order of
0.1%, or less.

This is confirmed by comparing the energies obtained

from exact diagonalization of 3C + K. with those calculated from X.
alone.

The difference is less than 0.05% at any point of the zone;

at k = 0 the results are essentially equal, while at the zone
boundary 3C. contributes by at most 0.01%.

The second-order corrections

due to 3f are actually substantially smaller than those introduced by
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first-order renormalization.

Referring back to Eq.(l), ignoring X

amounts to neglect of non-secular terms of the form S.S. and S.S. in
the dipolar interaction.

Note that non-secular terms of the foro

S.S., etc., cancel because of tetragonal symmetry of the lattice.
In order for the gap to fall off with temperature, it is essential to consider magnon-magnon interactions.

As usually, this is

accomplished by including, as a first-order perturbation, the fourmagnon part of the expansion of W in I/2S. To reduce the algebra
considerably, we apply the random-phase approximation prior to diagonalization to obtain an effective two-magnon Hamiltonian.

The

transformation diagonalizing the latter is given the same form as the
one diagonalizing JC^, but with modified coefficients.

This procedure

has been employed previously in the case of 2-D antiferromagnets with
the anisotropy taken as a staggered field.

As in the latter case,

we here find that up to first order in 1/2S the results are the same
as with the more standard way of evaluating the renormalization.
Retaining only those terms which ultimately contribute to the magnon
dispersion, we find the effective two-magnon Hamiltonian

3f = I [ Z (k)aja^ + Z ( k ) b ^ + Z (k) (aj>^ + a*b*)] ,
k
kk
kk
k k k k
where

4|j|S + A(k) + C - 2DS + g p B H 0

D - j i ^ £ [A|J|SY^. + D(k')]u (P)

P

(5)
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- [A(k) - 4DS] r±*Z

u,(P)

-ir*l

V k' '

-jT*l

V

U(k')
(k1) + i]
1 -^A(O)][p
3

fc

'

U ( k - k ' ) - -^(O)][w.(k"') + | ) ,

NQS * ,

Z.(k)
= 4 J Sy
3

t

3

(6)

1

+ D(k)

Ok1

k
k£

Y+ y 3 (k') + jpg £

D(k-k')vi3(k') ,

(7)

NQS

while Z 2 (k) can be obtained from Zj(k) by changing the sign of gyJfL., and
interchanging y (k) and p,(k).

In Eqs. (6) and (7), \i, (k) = < a a > ,
k k
P 2 (k) = < b^b_^ >, and y,(k) = < a^b^ > = < a^b^ >. The Hamiltonian Eq. (5)
kk
kk
kk
is diagonalized by the Bogoliubov transformation

a
k

= u a - v 3 +
k k k k

,

b

=-va+ + u 6
k k k k k

(8)

where u ^ and v are given by
k.
k

Z (it) + Z,(£)

|

k

Z (it) + Z.(k)

j

k

with

-> 2 *
- 4[ Z3(k)]^} .

(10)

The magnon energies are

E^''2) = ^

± J [Z,(k) - Z2(k")].

(11)
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Inserting the Bogoliubov transformation with the above u^ and v_^, we find
k
k

y

& -fl^L^ ^

n«)+

k

„+ i(n O)_ B(2).J)f

k

k

k

» 0 ) + n<2>+ .) • i(»J2>- n<»- 1).
k

k

k

k

k

(.2)

k

k

where n
= l/[exp(E ' /k_T)-l] are the Bose occupation numbers of the
k
k
two magnon branches.
The up and down-sublattice magnetizations are finally given by

<S|> = S - A Q - AS(T) + AS(H,T),
(13)
<SE> = -S + A. + AS(T) + AS(H,T),
m
U

in which
Z.(k) + Z.(k)

f..

AS(H,T) = 2 ^ 5 (n^ 0 - n f } ) ,
0 k

k

k

and the zero-point spin reduction is
.

Z.(k) + Z,(k)

,n.

(15)
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B. Double-layer structures

In this section we extend the formalism outlined above to Heisenberg
double-layer antiferromagnets. We start from the Hamiltonian

„ „ , .
n
Cl

—
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(17)

Here, t and m refer to the up and down sublattice in the lower layer,
and V

and m 1 to those in the upper layer.

Note that every magnetic ion

in one of the two paired layers has only one nearest neighbor located in
the other layer.

In contrast to single-layer structures, we use a four-

sublattice formalism to describe spin deviations on the up and down sublattices in the lower and upper layer, respectively.
After Holstein-Primakoff and spatial Fourier transformation the resulting Hamiltonian can to lowest order in 1/2S, i.e., the two-magnon terms,
be separated into two independent parts by a canonical transformation
mixing the spin waves on the up sublattices L and V
a

with magnon operators

and c , and those on the down-sublattices m and m 1 , with operators b

tt

it

and d_^, respectively. That is,
k
k

k

k

b, = 2 " ^ + sj
k
k
k

k
,

k

k

d^-2-^r^-B^.
k
k
k

(lg)
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Then, after random-phase decoupling of the four-magnon terms there results
an effective two-magnon Hamiltonian of the form

3C= | [V (k) p"^> + V (k) r*r + V,(k)(p^r + p ^ )
k
kk
kk
kk
kk

I lW,(k) <t«L* + W (k) s ^ + W-(£)<q^s
k

kk

kk

+ JJj].

kk

(19)

kk

Here,

V,(k) = 5 | j | s + A(k) + aP(k) + C + Q + ^-(l-a)P(O) - 2DS + gu D H.
1

3

D(k')[y,(k') + v (k1)] - y ~ l

D

U

R(k')[y (k') - v (k1)]

k'

- (5|J|S + C + Q) - J _ J^ tu 2 (k') + v 2 (k')]

£-

Z

Ok

1

[2\i,(k')

+ v(k1)]

f-P(O)()+0)

"0" k'

- P ( ^ ' ) - aP(^-it')][y

(k1)- v .

3

J-s- Z [2A(0) - A(k') - A(k) - 2A(k-k') - i P(0)(l-2a) - aP(k)]

gJ

S [2A(0) - A(k') - 2A(k-k')],
k'

(20)
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V (k) = 5|J|Sy' + D(k) + aR(k)
5
k

- [5|J|S Y ; + D(k)
k

Ok'

+ ^N S$p D(k-k')[y,(k')
+ v,(k')]
3
3
Q

+ ^ J 0 R ( k - k ' ) [ y ( k 1 ) - v, ( k ' ) ] .
NQS p
3
3

(21)

In Eqs. (20) and (21), a = 1. The coefficient V (k) is obtained from V.(k)
by changing the sign of gy_H , and interchanging y,(k) and p_(k), and
V.(k) and V (k). The coefficients W (k), W,(k) and W,(k) are identical to
V (k), V«(k) and V-(k), respectively, except for interchanging y^ and
Y", y-(k) and v.(k) (i = 1,2,3), and setting a = - 1 . Further, y' = (4y + l)/5
X
X

t

k

k

and Y " = (^Y ~ ')/5, with Y = cos(^k a)cos(Jk a). With these definix
y
k
k
^
k
+
tions summations in V-(k) and W.(k) containing y'
and y"
can be
^
\
k-k'
k-k'
decoupled with respect to k and k'. The dipolar lattice sums are very
similar to those occurring in the single-layer structure.

The summations

A(k), C, and D(k) run over pairs of spins in the lower (or upper) layer;
P(k), Q, and R(k) are the analogues of A(k), C, and D(k), respectively,
and represent the dipolar contribution of one of the paired layers to
the anisotropy in the other layer.

Finally,

u . ( k ) = <P^.P^.>
k k

,

V. (Ic) = <q^q^>.
k k

u2(£) = <rj^>

,

v (k) = < s ^ > ,

k k

U,(k> = <P^V = < p ^ >
J
k k k k

k k

,

vAt) = <q s > = <qV>.
J
^ k ^ ^

(22)
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The Hamiltonian Eq. (17) is diagonalized by a standard Bogoliubov transformation, resulting in the magnon dispersions

E|1>2)=
k

|n« ± J[v,(k) - v (k)] ,
k
(23)

E|

3>4)

k

=

jn» ± \ [w,(k) - w2(k)] ,
k

with

n; = {[v <£) + v 2 (k)] 2 - A[v3(it)]2},
k
(24)

n" = ttw.(k) + w,(k)] 2 - 4[w (k)]2}5.
k
(I 2)
' , corresponds
k
to in-phase precession of the spins in the paired layers, the optical

The acoustic branch in the tnagnon spectrum, with energies E

( 1 I\

branch having energies E_^ ' , with out-of-phase precession.

Both branches

are two-fold degenerate in zero external magnetic field, when V.(k) = V«(k)
and W. (k) = W-(k).

Expressions for y.(k), etc., in terms of Bose occupation

numbers are readily obtained by inserting the Bogoliubov transformation in
their definitions.

The results are very similar to Eq. (12). The sublattice

magnetizations are quite similar to those in the single layer, and read

<s|> = <S|,> = S - A Q - AS(T) + AS(H,T),
(25)
<S Z > = <S Z ,> = -S + A n + AS(T) + AS(H.T),
m
m
0

in which

,

v^S) + v2(£)

(])

(2)

Wj(k)+w2(^)

(3)

(4)
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nP-ni^n^-n^),
k

k

k

k

(27)

k

with the zero-point spin reduction

V (k) + V,(k)

A

{[

0 "4 ^ f

Q;
it

W.(k) + W (k)

I]+

-

I

U!l '

"1]h

(28

>

k

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In this section we discuss the computer evaluation of the magnon
energies and the sublattice magnetization in both single and double-layer
systems, and compare the results with experimental data and the earlier
analyses based on a semi-empirical anisotropy field.

In calculating the

magnon energies one first needs to evaluate the dipolar lattice sums.
Except C and Q, which are independent of k, they were calculated at a
matrix of 100 x 100 equidistant points in the Brillouin zone by summing
over the lattice within a sphere of radius 20a, with a the dimension of
the 2-D magnetic unit cell.

Advantage was taken of the symmetry over

the zone.

The convergence was checked by summing out to 30a for a number

of cases.

For arbitrary k, evaluation of the dipolar sums was done by

linear interpolation between the points of the matrix.
Given the temperature, the external field, and the parameters of the
system, the coefficients Z^(k), V.(k), and W.(k) (i = 1,2,3), and from
them the energies and Bose occupation numbers, can now be evaluated as a
function of k.

The calculation has to be done self-consistently since

these quantities occur implicitly at the right-hand side of Eqs. (6),
(7), (20), and (21). Typically, 3 to 10 iterations were required for
sufficient accuracy.

The summations over the Brillouin zone occurring in

Eqs. (6), etc., were evaluated with an automatically nesting 2-D version
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2.4
spin-wave theory
with dipolar anisotropy

1.6 -

10
20
TEMPERATURE

Fig.I.

30

40

(K)

Calculated sublattice magnetization versus temperature in K-MnF,,

compared with the data from
to the calculated result.

F NMR (Ref.3). At T=0 K, the data are anchored
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of Simpson's rule.

The summations of the form £ A(k-k')y.(k 1 ), which

involve k-k1 in the geometrical part, were computed for 50 x 50 k points
in the Brillouin zone, and for other points in the zone obtained by
interpolation.

Several checks were made on the errors introduced by

numerical integration and interpolation, but these were found to be minor
over the whole range of temperatures and magnetic fields investigated.

A.

K 2 MnF 4

As to the parameters of the system, for the exchange constant we take
|j|/k_ = 8.41 K, which is the weighted average from various experiments
3 4 13 14
in both the ordered and paramagnetic regime. ' '

'

The lattice para-

meters at 4.2 K are a = 4.151 ± 0.003 A and c = 13.242 ± 0.010 A . 1 5
From the calculations it emerged that dipolar anisotropy cannot fully
account for the magnon gap.

The residual anisotropy was attributed to
2+
in the non-magnetic

single-ion anisotropy, noting that isolated Mn

isomorphs of K-MnF, also exhibits a weak D term.

To determine D in

the present case, it was varied until the calculated zero-temperature
gap was coincident with the gap measured by AFMR [ E.
The result is D = -9.5 x 10
with the D's of Mh

2+

(T=0)/k = 7.40 K] .

K, which indeed is of comparable magnitude

in the non-magnetic hosts.

z
In Fig.l, the sublattice magnetization <S > is plotted as calculated
from Eq. (13) with the above parameters inserted.

Near zero temperature,

Z

we find <S > = 2.329, or a zero-point spin reduction of A_ = 0.171, to be
compared with the experimental result A_ = 0 . 1 7 ± 0.03, and A_ = 0.170 from
spin-wave theory with a staggered anisotropy field.
3
Fig.1 are the data from NMR,

1R

Also plotted in
z

anchored to the calculated <S > at T « 0 K.

Excellent agreement is observed to exist up to about 20 K, or T/T,. * 0.5,
which essentially is the upper limit of validity of the earlier spin-wave
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1

1

20
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TEMPERATURE (K)

40

Temperature dependence of the Eero-field magnon energy gap in K_MnF,

as obtained during the calculation of the sublattice magnetizacion. Also shown
are the gaps deduced by extrapolating AFMR near spin flop to zero field using
renormalized spin-wave theory based on a temperature-dependent staggered
anisotropy field (Fef.6).
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In fact, the fall of <S Z > with

analysis based on a staggered field.

temperature calculated here corroborates the earlier analysis, even above
the point of departure from experiment.

At 35 K, e.g., we find

<S Z > = 1.6886, as compared to <S Z > = 1.6878 calculated in Ref.3.
It should be noted that residual coupling in the third dimension may
be incorporated in a 2-D analysis of the sublattice magnetization by
3
modifying the gap to an effective one.
magnetic coupling J

For both ferro and antiferro-

along the c axis, the effective gap is larger than

the real one by a factor 1 + J S/gp-H., where the anisotropy is expressed
in terms of a staggered field H .

It is indeed possible to slightly vary

A
the T = 0 magnon gap without significant detrimental effects on the fit
to the data, provided the exchange is appropriately adjusted.

In the

present analysis E, _ 0 (T=0) may be varied over a range of ~ 1%, along with
a negatively correlated fractional variation of | j | of the same magnitude.
This sets an upper limit to J

of 10

]J|.

The fall of the sublattice magnetization with temperature is predominantly determined by the excitation of magnons near the zone center, and
is thus quite sensitive to the drop of the gap.

As <S > is accounted for

up to about 20 K, we may expect that in this region also the gap is
correctly described.

In Fig.2 we give E. „

during the evaluation of <S > (Fig.l).

versus temperature as obtained

A direct comparison with experiment

cannot be made because zero-field AFMR data are not available.

The dashed

line in Fig.2 represents the results of Ref.6, where the gap has been
deduced by extrapolating

AFMR near spin flop to zero field.

The difference

nowhere exceeds 2%.
To further explore the validity of the present analysis, we also calculated the magnetizations residing on the sublattices in a field, and compared
the results with both the data and the spin-wave analysis (based on a
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staggered field) of Ref.4.

Up to 20 kG and 20 K excellent agreement has

been found for the individual sublattice magnetizations as measured with
NMR.

In this region, the present calculation also closely reproduces

the spin-wave analysis of Ref.4.
E

Note however that in our analysis

-/kg = 7.40 K, whereas in Ref.4 \=Q/\

= 7.55 K; the J's are essen-

tially the same.
With regard to the net magnetization, out calculated results agree
with the spin-wave analysis of Ref.4 up to 30 kG, beyond which point the
two analyses start to deviate.
with increasing field.

The temperature of departure decreases

In a field of 37.5 kG the present calculation

gives a 1.6% larger result at 30 K; in a field of 50.0 kG the deviation is
4.7% at 15 K, increasing to 6.9% at 25 K.
The net magnetizations calculated with the two analyses agree with one
another over a larger range of fields and temperatures than the sublattice
magnetizations.

This may be understood by first noting that in K«MnF,

the density of states is such that in low fields the magnons are excited
more or less uniformly over the energy band.

Thus the net magnetization,

which is determined by the difference of the occupations of the two
spin-wave branches without emphasis on the zone center, is determined
primarily by magnons beyond k * 0.

In the two analyses renormalization

in this part of the zone is equally well taken into account.

When

however k * 0 spin waves carry most of the weight, as is the case for
the sublattice magnetization, and the net magnetization above 30 kG, it
is important how in detail renormalization of the energies at the central
part of the zone is incorporated.

B.
The results and conclusions for the double-layer structure K~Mn2F_
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are very similar to those for K_MnF,. The calculations were done setting
the exchange equal to |j|/k_ = 7.59 K, as obtained from NMR.

The

lattice parameters at 4.2 K are a = 4.181 A and c = 21.55 A,

while

the separation between the paired layers was taken equal to a.

We again

allowed a small single-ion anisotropy to find agreement of the calculated
gap with the AFMR result at zero temperature.
E. =0 /k

= 5.78 ± 0.05 K,

The latter is

which yields J = -6.2 x 10 X

For the zero-

point spin reduction we calculated A o = 0.125, which is in excellent
21
agreement with experiment,

and equals the result of a spin-wave calcu-

lation based on a staggered anisotropy field.
field spin-wave formalism
of <S >.

Accord with the staggered-

is also found for the temperature dependence

As in Ref.5, the departure of the present spin-wave analysis from

the experimental data sets in at about 30 K (Fig.3).

Also the calculated

temperature dependence of the spin-wave gap is very similar to the case
of K 2 MnF, in that it tracks the AFMR data

extrapolated to zero field

by use of renormalized spin-wave theory based on a temperature-dependent
staggered anisotropy field.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the magnon energies, as well as the sublattice and
net magnetizations, in typical examples of quadratic single and doublelayer antiferromagnets with dipolar anisotropy.

The spin-wave theory

used is based on Heisenberg exchange and dipolar interactions and includes
first-order renormalization of the magnon energies.

3 4 5
In earlier work, ' '

where the anisotropy was represented by a staggered field, it was concluded
that spin waves provide a proper description of ordered 2-D systems up
to jT^, at least in fields well below spin flop.

This conclusion is
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essentially confirmed.

The region of the spin-wave fit has not been

modified, neither for the better nor for the worse.

An important dis-

tinction from the earlier treatment however is that the k ^ 0 part of
the Brillouin zone is faithfully renormalized by the formalism itself,
rather than letting the gap vary in a semi-empirical way.

This in fact

leaves only the zero-temperature parameters to be adjusted in the spinwave fit.
Non-secular terms of the dipolar interaction have been discarded.
For the weak anisotropies in the systems considered here, this is not in
any way a serious approximation in low fields.

When approaching spin

flop [~ 55 kG in K-MnF^ (Ref .4) and ~ 43 kG in K ^ M n ^

(Ref .5)] , the errors

in the magnon energies may however become of substantial size, say
10% at 85% of the spin flop field.

Presumably because of this, attempts

to precisely calculate the position of AFMR at such fields have failed.
In KjMnF, at 20 K, for example, the computed resonance field at a microwave frequency of 24 GHz is already 1.1 kG, or 2.3%, below the measured
field.

In high fields, the calculations apparently overestimate the

reduction of the gap.

Inclusion of the non-secular terms would however

substantially complicate matters, without altering the conclusion that
dipolar interactions, when carried to sufficient order, properly renormalize the zone-center magnons.

This most likely also applies to

comparable 3-D systems, such as MnF--
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CHAPTER VI

CRITICAL LINE BROADENING OF THE EPR IN THE DOUBLE-LAYER ANTIFERROMAGNET

ABSTRACT

The critical increase of the EPR linewidth in the double-layer
antiferromagnet K-Mr^F- (T^ = 58.3 K) has been examined.

General accord

is found with a two-dimensional version of Huber's theory for the spinspin relaxation time near T .

At higher temperatures spin diffusion

becomes dominant.

In antiferromagnets, the anomalous behavior of spin-spin relaxation
when approaching the phase transition from above, and the increase of the
EPR linewidth associated with it, are the result of diverging spatial
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correlations and critical slowing down of spin fluctuations for wave
vectors near the one characteristic for the ultimate ordered configuration.

The critical behavior of the spin system depends on the dimen-

sionality of the magnetic lattice, and indeed quite a different critical
increase of the EPR linewidth

has been reported in two-dimensional (2-D)

antiferromagnets as compared to three-dimensional (3-D) ones.
stance, in the 2-D layered structures KjMhF, and Rb^MnF,

For in-

the linewidth

has been found to follow the empirical power law

AH(T) = AH(«) {]+C[(T-TN)/TNJ}

P

(1)

2
with p * 2.5, while in the 3-D structure MnF, p » 1.2.

It has also

been established that anisotropy is essential for the divergence of the
3
linewidth.
In this paper, data are presented on the critical broadening of
Mn

EPR in the double-layer antiferromagnet K,Mn 2 F 7 (T

= 58.3 K ) .

Recently, the magnetic structure of K,Mn,F._ has been examined by elastic
and quasielastic neutron scattering.

The paired layers are antiferro-

magnetically coupled, and, as in K«MnF,, the spin ordering is along the
c axis of the tetragonal crystallographic cell.

It was further concluded

from the neutron study that the critical behavior is essentially that
of a genuine 2-D system despite the fact that the magnetic structure
extends in the third dimension.

Quasielastic neutron scattering, how-

ever, only probes the divergence of spatial correlations, while the EPR
linewidth also depends on the temporal fluctuations of the spins.

In

addition, EPR may be employed to study spin diffusion, which in 2-D
structures is known to be the dominant mechanism of spin-spin relaxation
at temperatures above the critical regime.
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The measurements of the EPR linewidth AH were done with a superheterodyne EPR spectrometer, operating at a fixed frequency of about 25 GHz and
equipped with phase-sensitive detection of the 60 MHz intermediate frequency.

The sample was mounted in a cilindrical microwave cavity reso-

nating in the T E n ]

mode.

Modulation of the external magnetic field was

not employed, so that the absorptive resonance line was displayed directly
on the recorder.

Temperature control was accomplished with a constant

flow of boiled-off He gas, the temperature of which was servo-stabilized
to within 0.1 K.

Temperatures were measured with a carbon resistor,

which was ultimately calibrated against a Pt resistor before and after
each measuring run.
mated to be 0.1 K.

The absolute inaccuracy of the temperature is estiFigure 1 shows the measured temperature dependence

of the full width at half maximum of the EPR with the external field
parallel and perpendicular to the c axis.

The resonance was observed to

be of Lv^rentzian shape within the experimental error.

The dependence at

T = 64.) K of the linewidth on the angle between the external field and
the c axis is shown in Fig.2.
To extract the critical exponent p, we have analyzed the data of
Fig.l by plotting them double-logarithmically in Fig.3.
ture region 0.1 < (T-T )/T

In the tempera-

< 0.3, the linewidth is found to follow the

power law, with AH(°°) = 102 + 5 G, C = 0.010 + 0.003, and p = 3.0 ± 0.2
for the external field parallel to the c axis, and AH(°°) = 99 ± 5 G,
C = 0.0056 ± 0.0016 and p = 2.9 ± 0.2 for the field perpendicular to the
c axis.

In the analysis, T

was not adjusted to obtain a straight line

according to Eq.(l), but set equal to the neutron value of 58.3 K.
A quantity which is directly related to the linewidth is the zerofield spin-spin relaxation time for the appropriate component of the
total magnetization, which is given by (a = x, y, z)
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- L = - ^ 7 dt(M a (t), M a (0)).
T

X

2

(2)

T

Here, M a = gP-SS? is the total magnetization, y^ = (M**. M a ) is the uniD| 1
1
form-field susceptibility, and ( , ) denotes the relaxation function
defined for example in Ref.6.
on Eq.(2).

Huber has given a complete treatment based

The approach is to decouple the time-dependent four-spin

correlation function, occuring in the evaluation of Eq.(2), into a product
of two-spin correlation functions.

In addition, the correlations are

assumed to be isotropic in spin space, an approximation which holds at
temperatures well above T .

If one further assumes the anisotropy to be

uniaxial along the c axis, i.e. U
U

(KQ) = U

(K Q ) = u^ and

(K_) = u^ , with U g(q) the anisotropy tensor and K Q the reciprocal

superlattice vector of the ordered state, the anomalous part of the spinspin relaxation time for fluctuations along the x or y axis becomes

' y ) « C"//-"j.)2 I f

dt(S(K 0 +q*,t), S(K Q +q*,0)) 2 ,

(3)

q* 0

while A O / T 2 ) = 0.

When making use of the Fisher-Bur ford first appro-

Q

ximant

for the static spin-spin correlation function in the critical

regime, the spin relaxation function reads

-r t
(S(K Q+ q*,t), S(K Q+ q*,0)) - e

q

*22 + K 22,l-n/2_
* /(q*
)]~T]/2 ,

(4)

where K is the inverse correlation length, and T-*-* is the decay rate of
fluctuations at q*.

The main contribution to the EPR linewidth comes

from the region in reciprocal space near the superlattice vector

lt0, or q* <*> 0.
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Several predictions have been made on the critical behavior of
F *_Q.

The most reliable seems to be the self-consistent mode-mode

9 10
coupling approximation, '
since in 3-D the dependence of F on K as
predicted by it agrees with the result from dynamical scaling.

In 3-D

also experimental verification has been obtained from inelastic neutron
12
scattering in MnF,.

13
and RbMnF..

In 2-D, according to the self-con-

sistent mode-mode coupling approximation, F *__ is found to vary with
14 15
temperature as K. '
With neglect of effects of the external field on
the dynamics of the spin correlations, and in case the resonance frequency
(OQ is much smaller than F * _ Q , the EPR linewidth is simply proportional
to 1/T, averaged over the plane perpendicular to the external field.
will be discussed below, the limit F #__ »

As

u_ is indeed appropriate to

the temperature region where the EPR data on K-Mn-F- were taken.

For

2-D systems, the theory briefly outlined above then yields p = (3-2r|)v,
with v the critical exponent of the correlation length.

From the critical
4
scattering of neutrons in K-Mn_F 7 , V = 1.1 ± 0 2 and n = 0.20 ± 0.05.

This results in a "theoretical" p = 2.9 ± 0.5, in excellent agreement
with the experimental p's.
The angular dependence of AH-AH(°°) at 64.1 K (see Fig.2) reveals a
ratio of nearly 2 when measured in fields parallel and perpendicular to
the easy axis. In fact, the data are very closely described by a
2
1-isin 0 dependence, with 0 the angle between the field and the c axis.
This is essentially what one would expect from averaging the contributions to the linewidth over the plane perpendicular to the external
field, and is therefore direct evidence for the validity of the shortcorrelation time limit w Q «

F # . at this temperature.

From further examination of the data it follows that the ratio of
about 2 is preserved at least down to (T-T )/T

_2
=3><10 .

This finding
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may be compared with a very rough estimate of Y *__ in K,Mn_F_ obtained
by adopting the inelastic-neutron result for T *
RbMnF,,

13

(T-TN)/T

12
and MnF .
~ 0.1.

in K.NiF,,

In all these compounds, T *_ ~ 0.3 meV at

Then, again taking V

« K we have at (T-T N )/T N =

m=Q

3x10~ 2 T * = 0 ~ 0.1 meV, or uiQ ~ T * = Q . ' 7

Departure from the 1-Jsin 0

angular dependence is therefore not expected to occur until below this
point.

The increase of AH below (T-T.J/T,, ~ 0.1 is slower than accor-

ding to f".he power law.

This may be understood as being the result of the

reduced isotropy in the spin fluctuations.

In the near vicinity of the

phase transition, only the fluctuations along the c axis show true critical behavior, leading to a constant linewidth. '
temperature regime below (T-TN)/T

~ 10

Note however that the

is not amenable to experiment

because AH has become of the order of the external resonance field.
At the high temperature end of the critical regime, it is of interest
2
to compare [ AH (T)-AH (<*>)] /(u^-u, ) , which is a measure for the critical spin
fluctuations [cf. Eq.(3)], as was measured in K,Mn.F_ with similar results
in the single layer K-MnF,.

Although both these systems have 2-D criti-

cal exponents, one observes that at, say, (T-T )/T =0.2 the contribution
to the linewidth by fluctuations in the double layer is only half of that
in the single layer.

Closer to T

the contributions become more equal;

further out from T , in K-MnF, the;-e are still contributions to the linewidth at reduced temperatures where in K,Mn,,F7 they are virtually absent.
In other terms, critical fluctuations in K Mn_F 7 do not persist as far out
above Tj, as they do in K.MnFj.
arrived at in the susceptibility

A.similar conclusion has earlier been
and neutron studies,

where it was found

that short-range correlations persist in a smaller temperature region
above T

than in single-layer structures.
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We finally comment on the EPR linewidth at higher temperatures,
again in comparison with the single-layer systems.

In the latter the

width at higher temperatures is found to be dominated by q=0, t -> °°
diffuse behavior of the spin correlations invoked by the secular part
of the dipolar Hamiltonian.

Manifestations of spin diffusion in 2-D

2
2
are a (3cos Q-l) angular dependence as well as a slight increase of the
linewidth with temperature above the critical regime.
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a change-over from ~ 1/3 as pertinent for a 1-Jsin 0 dependence
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1/3 belonging to a linewidth dominated by diffusion.
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point where the q=0, t ->• <*> diffusion takes over from the fluctuations in
the staggered magnetization, i.e., the K_ modes, we have also measured
the linewidth at 0=55 , corresponding to 3cos G-l=0 (Fig.4).

From these

2
data it is inferred that the 1-^sm 0 dependence is preserved up to, say,
75 K.

The change-over, i.e. AH,.. *AHj_, occurs at about 82 K.

Beyond

this point the width is minimum at 55°, indicative that one is gradually
2
2
approaching the pure (3cos 0-1) dependence belonging to a linewidth
dominated by diffusion.

From ~ 100 K to room temperature we also observed

the increase of AH typical for diffusion in 2-D.

It amounts to ~ 10 G only.

Comparison of the change-over temperatures in K_Mn ? F 7 (1.4 T ) and
K.MnF, (1.7 Tj.) again indicates that fluctuations in the order parameter in
K-Mn-F- do not become significant until closer to T .

This conclusion is

not likely to depend very much on the difference in dipolar field strengths
in the two compounds.
Summarizing, the critical EPR linewidth in the double-layer system
K_Mn?F_ behaves in conformity with 2-D theory, but as compared to the single
layer the broadening sets in closer to T .

The experimental critical

exponent confirms the earlier understanding in K.MnF, that the damping in
2-D systems goes with the inverse correlation length.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden een aantal experimenten beschreven aan de
antiferroraagneet K-Mn-F-.

De magnetische struktuur van deze verbinding

bestaat uit paren kwadratische Mn-F lagen, waarin de ordening van dé
Mn

+

spins beneden de Née1-temperatuur van 58.3 K zowel in als tussen

de lagen antiferromagnetisch is.

De magnetische koppeling tussen de

paren onderling is op grond van de kristalstruktuur slechts zeer zwak,
zodat K_Mn2F_ als een goede realisering van een antiferromagnetisch
dubbellaagsysteem mag worden beschouwd.
In hoofdstuk II worden neutronverstrooiïngsexperimenten beschreven,
waarbij de nadruk ligt op de magnetische struktuur, de subroostermagnetisatie en de spinfluctuaties rond het overgangspunt.

Zoals verwacht

voor een tweedimensionale struktuur vindt de verstrooiing ten gevolge
van deze fluctuaties plaats langs een lijn in het reciproke rooster, maar
in tegenstelling tot het enkellaagsysteem K„MnF,, neemt men waar dat de
intensiteit langs deze lijn ongeveer sinusvormig gemoduleerd is.

Dit

is een direkt gevolg van interferentie van de beide lagen. De kritische
exponenten van de subroostermagnetisatie, de susceptibiliteit en de korrelatielengte blijken allen van gelijke grootte te zijn als die in K„MnF,.
Dit geeft aan dat het kritische gedrag van K,Mn„F_ zuiver tweedimensionaal
is.
In hoofdstuk III wordt de nulpuntspinreduktie van K_Mn„F7 bepaald met
behulp van een magnetische dubbelresonantietechniek.

Het resultaat stemt

;
i

overeen met voorspellingen op grond van spingolftheorie.

De nulpuntspin-

'
't

reduktie is aanzienlijk geringer dan in het enkellaagsysteem K„MnF,.

-j

Hoodstuk IV handelt over de bepaling van de temperatuurafhankelijkheid
van de energie van het k = 0 magnon met behulp van antiferromagnetische

\
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resonantie.

Om de spingolfenergieën resonant te maken met de microgolf-

quanten wordt een groot magneetveld langs de spins aangelegd.

De metingen

worden vervolgens naar veld nul geëxtrapoleerd met behulp van gerenormaliseerde spingolftheorie waarin de anisotropie wordt voorgesteld door een
temperatuurafhankelijk magneetveld.
Om deze extrapolatie te rechtvaardigen wordt in hoofdstuk V een berekening opgezet die de anisotrope dipolaire interaktie in termen van spingolftheorie behandelt.

Om temperatuurafhankelijke magnonenergieën te kunnen

beschrijven is het noodzakelijk om hogere orde magnon-magnoninterakties
in de beschouwingen te betrekken.

Niet-seculaire termen in de dipoolinter-

aktie kunnen in geval de anisotropie gering is worden verwaarloosd.

De

berekeningen beschrijven uitstekend de subroostermagnetisaties van K.MnF,
en K,Mn„F7 in hetzelfde temperatuurgebied als in vroegere spingolfanalyses.
Voor de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de energie van het k = 0 magnon
wordt goede overeenstemming gevonden met de resultaten van antiferromagnetische resonantieëxperimenten.
Hoofdstuk VI tenslotte behandelt de divergentie van de lijnbreedte
van de electron-paramagnetische resonantie bij de overgangstemperatuur.
Deze divergentie wordt veroorzaakt door toenemende spinfluctuaties zowel
in ruimte als in tijd, en is derhalve te vergelijken met de resultaten van
de neutronverstrooiïngsexperimenten. De metingen bevestigen het tweedimensionale kritisch gedrag en laten evenals de verstrooiïngsexperimenten zien
dat in vergelijking met K.MnF, de spinfluctuaties zich pas dichter bij de
kritische temperatuur manifesteren.
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